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This last chapter consists of two parts. The first part is the conclusion which consists of the conclusion of the analysis and the findings in the previous chapter. The second part is the suggestions that may be useful to the people that deal with sociolinguistics, especially those who are doing their research on speech styles and those who deal with social context.

5.1. Conclusion

From the analysis in chapter IV, the writer concludes that the speech styles found in the novel are formal style, consultative style, casual style, and intimate style. The choice of a certain speech style is determined by the social factors influencing the participants, such as the solidarity – social distance of the participants, the status of the participants, the formality of the situation, and the function of the interaction.

Solidarity – social distance refers to the relationship of the participants. If the relationship between the participants is intimate with high solidarity, the speech style which is usually used is casual or intimate, and sometimes consultative style. But if the relationship between the participants is distance with low solidarity, the speech style usually used is formal and consultative style.

Status of the participants refers to what social backgrounds the participants belong to. The participant who has a lower status usually uses formal
or consultative style when speaking to the participant who has a higher status, and
the participant who has a higher status usually uses casual or intimate style when
speaking to the participant who has a lower status.

Formality of the situation refers to the situation where the dialog happens. When it is formal, usually when the participants are strangers to each other or they come from a different social background, the speech styles used range from formal to consultative style. When it is informal, usually when the participants have known each other well or they come from the same social background, the speech styles used range from casual to intimate style.

The function of the speech which consists of two functions namely referential of high or low information contents and affective of high or low affective contents refers to the function of the participants’ dialog. If it consists of information concerning the participants, the function is referential of high information contents, but if it consists of the feeling or emotion among the participants, the function is affective of high affective contents.

So, it can be concluded that the choice of the speech styles used by the characters is greatly influenced by the social factors underlying them.

5.2. Suggestions

This research was a sociolinguistic study on the speech styles that are used by the main characters in Thomas Hardy’s novel entitled ‘The Woodlanders’, and the social factors influencing the characters to use a certain speech style.
The writer suggests that other research of speech styles varies their research on other source, for example the speech styles used by the users of the internet when they have some chatting, the speech styles used by the students to their teachers vice versa, the speech style of the radio announcers, or many other.
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